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Learning Outcomes

By the end of this work-shop you will be able to:

• Identify relevant psychometric tests for the roles and 
sector you are applying to.

• Discover how to access Graduates First resources and 

practise a range of tests free of charge 



Why do employers conduct 
psychometric tests?

To measure specific skills, strengths, 
traits, abilities and characteristics which 
are important in their workplace.



Types of tests – an overview



Abstract/Logical Reasoning tests
Typically, pictures, diagrams identify the sequence

Answer C

Timer



Numerical Reasoning
Typically, analysis of information, 
graphs, numerical text etc

Only one of these answers is the correct answer 
– Answer C   640,000



Situational Judgement Tests
• What would you do in this situation?

• Typically, information with a range of responses, 

      you select best fit

• Depends upon employer and skillset / values required



Verbal Reasoning tests Typically a paragraph of 
text with a question below to assess comprehension



Personality Tests
Answer honestly as your authentic self, multiple
questions they check for consistency across each 
trait



Game Assessment

BART - Balloon Analogue Risk Task

https://www.brainturk.com/bart


…..and many more available to practise

on Graduates First. 
Including:

•CAPP strengths tests

•Coding

•Video Interview practise

•Watson Glaser

•Word checking

•Number checking



Graduates First

•Opportunity to practise over and 
over

•Ability to Abort and go back to an 
exercise

•Provides answers

•Produces a progress report at the 
end of each completed activity



• Read the questions and instructions carefully to respond 
appropriately. 

• If you get stuck, make an educated guess or come back 
later if you are allowed.

•Get into the habit of keeping going.

•Don’t get stopped by one difficult question.

• Keep your eye on the time.

•Do the tests yourself as you may be tested again

 ‘in person’ at an assessment centre.

•Don’t rely on a friend or Chat GPT/AI to give you the 
answers, the employer wants to see what you can do.

Psychometric Testing
Top Tips



More top tips

•Check if you are allowed to use a calculator in a real 
assessment situation.  If assessment is in person, you 
may not be allowed to use your phone.

•There may intentionally be more questions than there 
is time to complete them, don’t let it deter or stress 
you – stay calm and composed..

•Always research the role, the company and the sector. 
What are their core values? What knowledge, skills and 
strengths do they require for the role ?  

•Practise, Practise, Practise.



Your turn - Graduates First free 
login with your university email address

•https://warwick.ac.uk/services/careers
/applications/assessment-centres/
•Google search

assessment centre careers warwick

https://warwick.ac.uk/services/careers/applications/assessment-centres/
https://warwick.ac.uk/services/careers/applications/assessment-centres/


Good Luck!
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